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1 Overview of the 2016 – 2021 mandate 

Prepared by Robert Perc 

 

In March 2016, before the annual JJEU General Assembly, the delegates concluded a few 

months of process to update and renew the JJEU Statutes. Changes and amendments to the 

Statutes were approved by the delegates, later also by the JJIF and were providing a solid 

ground for future work and projects, shaping the basic structure and responsibilities. 

 

At the JJEU General Assembly in Ghent, Belgium, June 2016, a new JJEU Board was elected 

(from left): Philippe Merlin, France, Rick Frowyn, Netherlands, Robert Perc, Slovenia, 

Michael Korn, Germany, Dana Mortelmans, Romania. 

Following the changes of the Statutes an Athlete Representative is a member of the Board 

with the right to vote.  

Following the scope and objective of continental unions by the JJIF Statutes, the JJEU focused 

primarily on the preparation of events and education of referees.  

That being said, the JJEU Referee Committee continue to work and an Athletes Representative 

was appointed by the Board to assist in a decision making process. 
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The JJEU used opportunities at major events when applicable, to thanked their members and 

officials for their decades of service to ju-jitsu. At the EOC Ghent in 2016 following awards 

were awarded: 

• Dario Quenza, Italy, former JJEU President, Lifetime 

Achievement Award.  

• Role van Ravens, the Netherlands, JJEU Referee 

Committee Director, Lifetime Achievement Award. 

• Stefan Badenski, Poland, Recognition of Merit Award. 

 In 2017 the JJEU Board had the privilege to award Lifetime 

Achievement Award for their decades of devoted service to ju-

jitsu worldwide and persons leaving huge impact in the JJIF to 

Mr Rinaldo Orlandi, Italy, Honorary JJIF President, and Mr 

Frank Furst, Denmark, former JJIF General Secretary. 

In March 2018 Recognition of Merit was awarded to the Ju-jitsu 

Federation of the Republic of Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

for their 20th anniversary of foundation 

and their contribution to the ju-jitsu 

development in the region.  

In 2018 Recognition of Merit was 

awarded to the Balkan Ju-jitsu 

Federation at the occasion of the 15ht 

Anniversary of Foundation (awarded at 

European Championship in Bologna, 

Italy, 27 October 2018). 

During JJIF World Championship in 

Malmo, 23rd November 2018) 

Recognition of Merit was awarded to the Swedish Jujutsu Federation on their 110th 

anniversary of foundation.  

In Lier, Belgium, in January 2019, the JJEU Board awarded with Recognition of Merit Mr 

Christophe Brunet, France, in recognition of his contribution to the Martial Arts and ju-jitsu in 

particularly, after retiring from the position of the JJEU Sport Director. 

On the 50th anniversary of foundation in September 2019 the JJEU President awarded German 

Ju-jutsu Federation with the Recognition of Merit for their enormous contribution to the 

development of ju-jitsu worldwide and support to professionals and events in ju-jitsu for 

decades. 

*** 

The President of the JJEU is also the Vice-President of the JJIF. Report of the activities within 

the JJIF will be part of the JJIF reports for the 2021 JJIF Session and Congress. 
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The JJEU contributed to the JJIF activities 

with knowledge and experience, providing 

proposals for changes of the competition 

and related rules – many of the because of 

joined activities of the Expert Technical 

Meetings. 

The JJEU members are actively involved in 

JJIF structure, primarily in the JJIF Technical 

Commission.  

 

A major breakthrough in the event organisation was introducing on-line events which showed 

some interesting benefits with amazing responses from members during lockdowns Covid-19 

when events with physical presence were not allowed or accompanied with a lot of 

restrictions (including travels). 

 

1.1  Expert Technical Meeting (ETM) No. 1, Slovenia, 2017 
 

 

Newly elected Board started with inclusion process of all stakeholders (athletes, coaches, 

referees, and officials) to shape the future of ju-jitsu. Pursuing the annual calendar of 

activities, the project of implementation of Basic Principles of Good Governance (the IOC and 

the SIGGS guidelines) and activities plan of 40 years’ anniversary of creating JJEU, an Expert 

Technical Meeting (hereinafter ETM) in Olympic Nordic Center Planica, Slovenia, was held 

from Friday, 10 March, to Sunday, 12 March 2017. 
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34 participants from 14 countries (37 from 16 countries were registered for the event but 

some could not attend), national members of JJEU/JJIF, participated at the event. Basic 

principle behind the project was to invite athletes, coaches, referees, and other stakeholders 

in ju-jitsu to meet and discuss the challenges, opportunities and possible development 

scenarios in our sport and martial arts.  

Four major topics (panels) were 

addressed: Ne-Waza, Duo System, 

Fighting System and Organisation – Good 

Governance.  

Panels were moderated by mix teams 

already set in advance. Basic guidelines 

were prepared for discussion, but the 

floor was open for additional ideas, 

proposals, presentations etc.  

All panels prepare and present reports at the 

plenary session the last day with general 

discussion. The end-result were a good base to 

support future activities, decision making process 

of the Board and allowed to test certain proposals 

to receive event more feedback from athletes, 

coaches, referees, officials before final 

implementation.  

Mr Edvard Kolar, Secretary General of the 

National Olympic Committee of Slovenia and Mr 

Miro Cerar, two-time Olympic Gold and one 

Bronze, the President of the Slovenian Olympic 

Academy participated and contributed to the 

agenda. Mr Kolar presented principles of good 

governance from many aspects and Mr Cerar 

presented importance of Fair Play in sport and 

life.  

For decades of cooperation and support to the 

Fair Play, sports achievements and inspiration 

he has been to JJEU for implementing Fair Play 

in Ju-Jitsu the JJEU has awarded Mr Miro Cerar 

with Lifetime Achievement Award. 

Summary of final discussions – common suggestions and topics identified by all panels (in 

general) were addressing topics of education, referee licence, children and youth 

programmes, consistency in decision making process, duo System and graded approach, 

media and marketing, future activities. Report was send to all members and to the JJIF with 

specific proposals for implementation.  
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1.2  Referee Quality Management Working Group  
 

On April 29, 2017, the JJEU Board appoint the 
REFEREE QUALITY MANAGEMENT WORKING 
GROUP with a scope, to share and join their waste 
experience in martial arts, ju-jitsu, and referee 
work to prepare proposals and solutions for 
decision makers in the field of referee quality 
management. The group provided ideas and 
programmes with short- and long-term vision how 
to give new referees a good education tools, how 
to join expertise of referees, coaches, and athletes 
in the education program and how to conducts 
self-assessment and evaluation of the referee work 
with aim to give a tool for grading and 
qualification.  
Working group proposed some structural changes 
in the JJEU if they find that reasonable for the 
quality management and better performance. 
 
It is a wish of the Board that in the future the 
evaluation score of the referees is public - but to 
allow that we should prepare a transparent 
procedures and programmes which will also give 
newcomers and existing referees a tool for 
education, training and upgrading the knowledge, 
expertise and skills, required for important, 
demanding and exposed role they play in ju-jitsu. 
 
There are three main objectives (expectations) WG 
addressed: 

a) Evaluation programme for self-assessment 
and evaluation for qualification of referees 
(define the most important qualities 
required from the referee in each 
discipline, prepare forms and procedures 
for evaluation etc.); 

b) Criteria for evaluators (prepare and define criteria for evaluators, who can be an 
evaluator, prepare common introduction training programme to understand the role 
and responsibility, think about older and most experienced referees who might not be 
fit for the mat anymore but have a huge knowledge which can be used for the benefit 
of all…); 

c) Education and training programme for evaluators, newcomers, and existing referees 
(ongoing tool for education, building competence, self-confidence and conduct 
expected for the referee, not only from the perspective of the rules, learning-teaching 
tools but also with psychological, anti-stress, communication, and other 
competences….) 
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Based on the years of experience and competence in ju-jitsu, referee work, education, 
training, evaluation, preparing training and evaluation materials, the JJEU Board has appoint 
following members to the WG Ueli Zucher (SUI), Thomas Meyer (GER), Martin Jazbec (SLO) 
and Henk Plugge (NED). Referee quality management is never-ending process, but we are 
grateful to the experts from the working group who paved the way to use of the video in ju-
jitsu competitions. 

 

1.3  Resolution on the Mission, Values and Vision of the JJEU 2017 – 2024 
 
In 2017, on the 40th Anniversary of its creation, the JJEU General Assembly in Banja Luka, 2nd 

of June 2017, as the highest authority within the organization, recognized the need to update 

the JJEU mission, values and vision and to set the bolder path for the future development of 

ju-jitsu in the Europe and worldwide. 

1.3.1 Mission 

The mission of the Ju-Jitsu European Union is to develop a spirit of friendship, fair play, peace 
and understanding among Ju-Jitsu organizations and individuals all over the continent.  
 
The Ju-Jitsu European Union is, within its capabilities, assisting, supporting and helping 
developing ju-jitsu worldwide with knowledge, expertise and personal.  The Ju-Jitsu European 
Union is assisting member federations in their activities, it supports and develops regional and 
club organization, cooperation, and activities within members and in compliance with the Ju-
Jitsu International Federation’s (JJIF) framework. 
 
With a positive and open approach to the organization, structure, activities, programmes and 
events, the Ju-Jitsu European Union shall maintain its position of the most developed JJIF 
continental union, working on all sport disciplines within the organization, in the spirit of 
Olympism and maintaining the self-defence origins and respect of tradition. 
 

1.3.2 Values  

The Ju-Jitsu European Union’s values reflect the 40 years of history and development, the 
awareness of a need of continued education and development, at the same time considering 
the principles of Olympism and respecting the values of: 
 

• Fair Play and Friendship 

• Tradition 

• Sports and Fun  

• Integrity 

• Autonomy and Accountability 

• Transparency 

• Democracy, Participation and Inclusivity 

• Learning, adapting, developing 

• Sustainability and protection of environment 

• Volunteerism. 
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1.4   “40 years of the JJEU, 30 years of the JJIF” 

 
40th Anniversary of the founding of the 

Ju-Jitsu European Union 
 

And 
 

30th Anniversary of the founding of the 
Ju-Jitsu International Federation. 

 
 
 

„In 1977, following a joint initiative from 
Germany, Italy and Sweden, the EUROPEAN 
JU-JITSU FEDERATION (EJJF) was founded. 
Ten years later, in 1987, when most 
European Countries were already members 
of the EJJF, the scope of the initiative was 
expanded to the world-wide scenario.  
 
In 1987, the International Assembly 
founded the INTERNATIONAL JU-JITSU 
FEDERATION (IJJF) and the EJJF continued 
its activity, becoming one of Continental 
Unions within IJJF, as the EJJU. After the 
recognition received by the General 
Association of International Sports 
Federations (GAISF, currently Sport 
Accord), in 1993, and the first participation 
to a world-wide multi-sport event (IWGA 
World Games 1997), the Ju-Jitsu 
International General Assembly of 1998, in 
order to meet some public relations 
requirements towards further expansion 
and recognition, decided to change its 
name from the International Ju-Jitsu 
Federation (IJJF) to the Ju-Jitsu 
International Federation (JJIF) and the 
European Ju-Jitsu Union (EJJU) changed into 
the Ju-Jitsu European Union (JJEU). “ 
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A facsimile of the original 

founding charter was awarded to 

the countries initiated in the 1977 

signing of the Charter during 

European Championship in Banja 

Luka 2017.  

 

 

 

 

Facsimile was awarded also to the 

JJIF President Mr Panagiotis 

Theodoropoulous as it represents 

the start of the JJIF 10 years later.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To Mr Rinaldo Orlandi, initiator of 

the foundation, the facsimile was 

awarded at the European 

Championship in Bucharest same 

year. 
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1.5  Expert Technical Meeting (ETM) No. 2, Sweden, 2019 
 

 

 
After success of the ETM – Event One in Planica, Slovenia, in March 2017, JJEU made a promise 

to organise such event every two year. After discussion with the JJEU Referee Committee, JJEU 

Referee Quality Management expert group and Athletes Commission, including also Mr Rob 

Haans, representative of the Organising Committee of the Combat Camp, the ETM2 focused 

in cooperation and exchange of knowledge and experience among athletes, referees and 

coaches, introducing also latest innovation of Video Review System (why, how, opportunities, 

challenges and future development) and the use of technology in nowadays Ju-Jitsu sport.  

Main topics of discussions were: 

a) SportData Video Review System, pros/cons, initial idea, practical experience.  
b) Appeal procedures, Sport Code, Ethics Code and Fair Play – rules to appeal, attitude, 

consequences, conduct and flow of the match and event, media and spectators, action 
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and reactions of athletes, coaches, referees – how to approach and conduct the 
conflict. 

c) Support of the video to training and education, delivering correct judging, empowering 
referees (technical topics, discussion about judging and recognizing IPPON or WAZA-
ARI technics. 

 
*** 

 

1.6  JJEU Code of Conduct 
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1.7  Ethics, Fair-play, Bushido….  

…words very often used, when one is describing a positive or even extraordinary positive 
behaviour, honourable and courage acts or unselfish actions or attitude. In ju-jitsu world we 
are giving a significant importance to sportsmanlike behaviour or fair play. 
 
Martial Arts could be seen as something with brutal force and physical strength, although that 
is far from reality.  
 
There is an old saying pertaining to martial arts, which states, "One must first learn civility 
before he learns the art, and one must first know his ethics before he knows his skills".  
 
Civility here refers to good manners, courtesy, 
respect, and consideration for others. Ethics, 
on the other hand, is a fundamental set of 
acceptable behaviour which codifies the spirit 
of martial arts, and which martial artists can 
rely on to cultivate their body and mind, and to 
guide their everyday actions and judgement.   
 
Ethics is an indivisible part of the study of 
martial art and sets the moral guidelines for 
martial artists. Ethics principles serve as the 
traditional, cultural, and social standard by 
which practitioners are trained in martial arts. Central to these principles is the concept of 
non-violence, respect for oneself and others, loyalty to one's family and country, and the 
following of the natural way. 
 
The adherence to ethics confirms our moral obligation to society and fellow human beings as 
well as towards nature which surrounds us. The concept also includes the attitudes, lifestyle 
as well as the social and moral behaviour of the practitioner. It is the manner in which one 
behaves in both word and action. A practitioner of martial arts is not only a superior athlete, 
well-versed in combat, but also upstanding citizen with good moral and social virtues. 
 
Fulfilling the ethical principles is the true spirit and ultimate goal of the way of martial arts 
inspire all of us (less than perfect beings) to continually strive for perfection within ourselves. 
 

1.8  The Spirit of Ju-jitsu - history of the Fair Play Trophy 
 
By the JJEU Board (Ju-jitsu European Union) decision on every championship a fair play trophy 
should be awarded for outstanding sportsmanlike behaviour among participants. Based on 
the Book of Ethics from JJIF (Ju-jitsu International Federation) a fair play is encouraging, but 
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not only among competitors, even more, also among referees, coaches, and anyone else 
involved in the event. Book of Ethics was generated in 2000 with a support of Ju-jitsu 
Federation of Slovenia as its president at that time, Srecko Krope, was editor in chief of the 
booklet.  
 
In principle, bad behaviour is sanctioned by the JJIF Competition Rules (goes to athletes and 
coaches and others) before the match, between the match and even after the match. If, per 
example, athlete’s behaviour is not in the spirit of the Book of Ethics, it can be decided by the 
highest authorities of the championship (but only if the decision is anonymously) to expel an 
athlete from the championship (nevertheless he/she is the winner of the match or even 
medallist).  
 
On the other hand, JJEU and JJIF are trying to promote positive behaviour and fair play on the 
mats and at the mats. And so far, bright examples were found on the latest championships, 
among technical people which are taken by granted to be there but never given some extra 
attention or respect – team doctors.  
 
In 2018 JJEU Board updated By-laws on Fair Play Trophies 
and introduced Annual Christian Blareau Fair Play Trophy.  
 
The origins of the award proceed from the deep respect to 
deceased JJEU President, Mr. Christian Blareau, and his 
outstanding contribution to Martial Arts, particularly in 
developing and promoting Ju-Jitsu, his example of 
sportsmanlike behaviour and professionalism regarding his 
active role in the European Fair-Play Movement.  
 
It was awarded first time in 2019 during the Paris Open 
tournament. 

 
*** 

 

1.9  European Fair Play Movement (EFPM) 
 
On April 27, 2019, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed by the JJEU and the 
European Fair Play Movement and JJEU becomes an Associated Member of the EFPM. 
 
The EFPM is a non-governmental association joined by the National Fair Play Organization of 
most of the European countries. It`s main aim is the promotion of the ethical values of sports 
in the broadest sense, in sport activities and in daily life at European level. 
 
With the MOU JJEU and EFPM declared a joint venture in matters of sports, tolerance and 
fair play. This joint venture includes the following items: 
 
The JJEU and the EFPM will 
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a) Try to establish and to coordinate common activities of fair play, tolerance, peace and 
understanding. 

b) Strive, step by step, to have a close cooperation by supporting the aims and goals of both 
organizations, for example with common activities, seminars and workshops on several 
topics of sports and fair play etc. 

c) Enable each other to publish articles and information in their respective official 
publications, webpages, and papers. 

d) Nominate a member of its Executive committee as regular contact persons. The 
representatives will meet preferably at the General Assembly and/or Congresses of the 
two organizations with the possibility of short presentations about each organization and 
their annual work. 

e) The foreseen activities of the JJEU and the EFPM will be discussed at the above-
mentioned meetings. 

f) The EFPM will help the JJEU to sensitize it`s members for the im-portance of the ethical 
values and fair play principles of sports.  

g) The JJEU will help to promote the strengthening of fair play, tolerance, peace and 
understanding through and within sports. 

 

 
 

 
 

*** 
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At the 2019 Congress of the EFPM (Budapest, 24.9.2021) EFPM recognise years of activities in 

the field of ethics and fair play and awarded JJEU with the 2019 EUROPEAN FAIR PLAY PLAQUE 

OF MERIT AND DIPLOMA UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE EUROPEAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEES. 

The European Fair Play Plaque of Merit and Diploma is awarded to a national Fair Play 

organisation, or a sports organisation at an educational institution, for the contribution this 

organisation has made to the dissemination of the values and principles of Fair Play and 

tolerance, and/or the support this organisation has given to appropriate initiatives for the 

preservation and dissemination of ethical values in sport. 

 

 

1.10  New EFPM President and Executive Committee has been elected 
 
The EFPM 26th Electoral General Assembly took place in Vienna, Austria on September 25, 
2021. Despite the COVID 19 restrictions, representatives from 22 member countries took part 
in the event. 
 
President Christian Hinterberger and the two Vice presidents namely Erdogan Aripinar and 
Miroslav Cerar announced that they will step out of their posts and will not be candidates 
anymore. However, one candidate to the post of President and 10 candidates for 8 Executive 
Committee seats were confirmed.  
 
Twenty-two corporate members, four associated members and five honorary members voted 
and the new EFPM Executive committee with new President Philippe Housiaux (BEL) was 
elected.  
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For Members of the Executive 
Committee acc. to the voting ranking: 
 

• Ioannis Psilopoulos (GRE) 

• Baiba Veisa (LAT) 

• Katarina Raczova (SVK) 

• Biserka Vrbek (CRO) 

• Bilge Donuk (TUR) 

• Khazar Isayev (AZE) 

• Hanna Wawrowska (POL) 

• Robert Perc (SLO) 
 
The outgoing President Mr Hinterberger expressed his deep gratitude to the General 
Assembly participants for their trust in him and congratulated the new President Mr Housiaux 
and the new Board. The General Assembly thanked them and decided to honour them with 
the title of "Honorary EFPM Members". 
 
The JJEU thanked outgoing President Mr Christian Hinterberger and Vice President Mr 
Miroslav Cerar with a recognition award for the support and inspiration in many years.  

 
*** 
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1.11 European Olympic Committees (EOC) 
 

Vision from the RESOLUTION ON THE MISSION, VALUES AND VISION OF THE JU-JITSU 

EUROPEAN UNION 2017 – 2024 (initially prepared and proposed by the JJEU Board, on the 

29th of April 2017, updated and approved by the JJEU General Assembly in Banja Luka, 2nd of 

June 2017):  

“With respect to its mission and values, the Ju-Jitsu European Union commits to achieve the goal of 

ju-jitsu becoming a recognised sport by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and participating 

sport in the European Games (and, by that, recognized sport within the European Olympic 

Committees).” 

JJEU Board and Directors initiates serries of meetings and presentations with aim to present 

the JJEU and ju-jitsu as potential partner at the European Games. In September 2019 the JJEU 

President joined EU Sport Forum conference in Bucharest, Romania. 

Photo (from left): Matjaz Pecovnik 

(EUSA, GS), Mitja Urbanc (NOC 

Slovenia), Mojca Pecnik Ternovsek 

(Ministry of Education, Science and 

Sport, Slovenia), Robert Perc (JJEU, 

President), Blaz Perko (NOC, GS), 

Janez Kocijancic (EOC, President) 

 

Representatives of the JJEU were invited to the second edition of the EOC European Games in 

Minsk 2019. Several meetings took place were JJEU represented history and activity, with aim 

to become part of the next edition of the European Games in Poland and seeking recognition. 

Invitation followed months of preparations and communication with EOC officials. Although 

presentations were accepted well, the EOC European Games in Poland were recognised later 

to be out of reach. 
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2 Business report 

Prepared by Rick Frowyn, Secretary General 

 

2020 and 2021 were very strange years. 

At the beginning of 2020 pandemic of 

the Covid – 19 strike and completely 

change our perspective of live and work 

(and sport) and built unprecedent 

barriers to our sport also. 

After a good start with a JJEU board 

meeting on January the 17th 2020 in 

Philippsburg Germany we had to change 

the way of working for board but also for 

our community.  

In April 2020, a few weeks after the Kick 

Off for a new amazing year in Germany 

with a lot of planned sport events like, 

Europa CUP in DUO, Europa CUP for U12 

and U14 and of course the bigger events 

like Paris Open, European Championship 

Adults and the General Assembly of JJEU 

where cancelled of postponed.  

The pandemic stopped our community to 

do what we love, practicing Ju-Jitsu, in 

DUO, Fighting and Jiu-Jitsu Ne-waza. Due 

to the fact traveling was not possible 

anymore JJEU board decide to buy a 

professional licence for the usage of 

Zoom.  

With Zoom JJEU General Secretary 

organized a lot of online meetings for 

board, referees, directors and of course 

for presidents and their members like 

coaches and delegates. On the 18th of 

April we organized an online meeting for 

all JJEU member representatives. The 

feedback received was overall very 

positive, so we decided to keep on using 

the online communication tool of Zoom.  
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Of course, working as General Secretary in on-line 

environment only, makes some work harder, we were 

used to meet each other face to face and with the known 

restrictions for traveling the need to change of working 

online wasn’t always the most preferred. But keeping in 

contact was one of the main goals of JJEU board.  

As General Secretary, working in my professional life as 

senior manager in a hospital I was aware of the possible 

issues. Therefore, it was a pleasure for me and my 

colleagues to keep close contacts with our members any 

ways possible (mainly through social media apps and on-

line meetings). 

At the beginning of 2021, vaccination showed that 

opening of the world (and our sports) was just a matter 

of time we re-launched planning process and discussions 

about event in Europe with JJEU members.  

The General Secretary, together with Dr. Claudia Behnke, 

built a Covid Protocol for organizers, and with the 

knowledge we got we planned to organize European 

Championships. Unfortunate series of events in our 

initial and planned location (Israel), with combination 

with Covid -19, caused a few emergency sessions to find 

suitable solution in a very short time – having always in 

our mind that having a championship for adults is the 

most important thing in 2021. For that reasons General 

Assembly planning was moved out of the big events to 

provide organisers more relax and suitable environment 

for organisation (following “athletes first, politics later” 

agenda). 

Before the events took place in 2021 the Referee 

Committee prepared a series of educational on-line 

seminars to refresh and update referees and prepare 

them for the events. Evaluation of participation and 

examination provided solid grounds for qualifying 

referees for European Championship Adults and U18-

U21. 

After some meetings with possible candidates for the 

Europeans the German Ju-jutsu Federation (DJJV) 

provided most viable and acceptable solutions for the EC 

Adults in July and later also EC U18-21 in September 

2021 in Maintal, Germany. LOC and DJJV made a very good job and “save the day”. 
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With the Board of JJEU (including the Athletes Reperentative), the Directors, and the 

Spokesman of the coaches, the General Secretary had a weekly based contact. 

To allow better service to members a new laptop was bought after crash of the old one and 

some data loss. 

The General Secretary was also in charge (beyond daily 

communication) of updating the website, informing the JJEU 

community by Instagram and Facebook on a daily basis. 

Overall, we are happy that we are looking to the end of 

pandemic, the events in Germany Maintal showed once 

again that we are people who need to see each other in real 

life, our athletes need and like to do their job on the mat, of 

course during the high sense of the pandemic the created 

and planned E events for DUO where an absolute added 

value for the DUO athletes.  

As a personal note I would like to thank you all for the trust 

in my work, which I served with a great pleasure and 

dedication to you and our sport. 

The coming years will require a lot of energy to get back on 

the level we have had at the beginning of 2020, solving 

possible financial issues and others. Those things are already 

on the General Secretary’s daily agenda. We will remain 

committed to communication and transparent work and try 

to keep information flow regular and updated.  

We are looking forward to 2022 with hope to see each other 

live and present on our events.  

We can do this together! 
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3 Financial results 2019 and 2020 and Budget 2021 and 2022  

Prepared by Michael Korn 

 

In 2016 we changed the system of bookkeeping and started to be more active and strike. 2016 
was the first year with a positive financial result since a couple of years. In 2020 the Covid 
Pandemic started, so we could not run activities. That means no activities and of course less 
income.  
 
The following sheet shows the results of the years 2016 till 2020.  

Banken  31.12.2015  31.12.2016  31.12.2017  31.12.2018  31.12.2019  31.12.2020  

Volksbank  
#1397249  

   27.945,21 €  12.282,15 €  7.422,61 €  16.668,48 €  14.745,82 €  1.502,74 €  

Volksbank  
#37583766  

               -   €  30.000,00 €  40.000,00 €  40.000,00 €  40.000,00 €  40.000,00 €  

Volksbank 
#37654540  

               -   €     0,00 €  0,00 €  4.900,00 €  2.900,00 €  

Volksbank VISA                  -   €  0,00 €  0,00 €  0,00 €  0,00 €  0,00 €  

cash       3.295,54 €   0  0  0  0  0  

Bankguthaben 
gesamt  

31.240,75 €  42.282,15 €  47.422,61 €  56.668,48 €  59.645,82 €  44.402,74 €  

      11.041,40 €  5.140,46 €  9.245,87 €  2.977,34 €  -15.243,08 €  

  
In the years 2016 till 2019 we were able to reach a surplus of 28.405,07 Euro. Since 2020 we 
have the Corona Pandemic (Covid19).  
 
The next chapters show the results of the years 2019 and 2020 and the plan for the next two 
years (2021 and 2022).  
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12.1 Result and activities 2019  
 

2019 we have a surplus of 2.977,34 Euro. Income of 72.208,79 Euro and expenses of 
69.231,45 Euro.   
 
chart 1:   result 2019  

Income  72.208,79 €  

Expenses  69.231,45 €  

Result  2.977,34 €  

  
The next chart will show the Income 2019.  
   
chart 2:   Income 2019  

Activities (Sports activities) (Zweckbetrieb)  61.208,79 €  

Business Operation (Sponsoring, Merchandising)  
(Wirtschaftlicher Geschäftsbetrieb)  

11.000,00 €  

Income total  72.208,79 €  

  
The Continental Unions can only get their income through activities and sponsoring.  
 
The JJEU does not collect membership fees. Membership fees are collected by the JJIF. That 
means for the unions, no activities – no income! We generate our income through 
tournaments (European Championship U18/U21 and the European Championship Seniors), 
some smaller tournaments and the payment of our Sponsors (Ju Sports and Matsuru).   
 
The next charts show the expenses 2019.  
 
chart 3:    Expenses 2019  

Expenses     

Administration, Board and Committees (ideller Bereich)  38.415,69 €  

Investment Management (Vermögensverwaltung)  202,92 €  

Activities (Sports activities) (Zweckbetrieb)  28.493,42 €  

Business Operation (Sponsoring, Merchandising) 
(Wirtschaftlicher Geschäftsbetrieb)  2.119,42 €  

Expenses total  69.231,45 €  
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12.2 Result and activities 2020  
 

In 2020 we have a loss of -15.243,08 Euro. We generated an income of only 5.500,01 Euro 
and we had expenses of 20.743,09 Euro.  
 
 chart 4:   Result 2020  

Income  5.500,01 €  

Expenses  20.743,09 €  

Result 2020  -15.243,08 €  

  
The next chart will show the Income 2020.  
 
chart 5:   Income 2020  

Activities (Sports activities) (Zweckbetrieb) and Bank 1.000,01 € 

Business Operation (Sponsoring, Merchandising) 
(Wirtschaftlicher Geschäftsbetrieb) 

4.500,00 € 

Income total 5.500,01 € 

  
In 2020 we did not have any tournaments – all tournaments have been postponed because 
of covid19. With our sponsors we made an agreement, that we will charge the sponsoring 
fee for two years, instead of one for each year. JuSports paid 2020 for 2020 and 2021. 
Matsuru will pay 2021 for 2020 and 2021   
 
The next charts show the expenses 2020.  
 
chart 6:    Expenses 2020  

Expenses     

Administration, Board and Committees (ideller Bereich)  11.254,06 €  

Investment Management (Vermögensverwaltung)  124,59 €  

Activities (Sports activities) (Zweckbetrieb)  5.033,01 €  

Business Operation (Sponsoring, Merchandising) 
(Wirtschaftlicher Geschäftsbetrieb)  

4.331,43 €  

Expenditure total  20.743,09 €  

  
In 2020 we spent 4.001,62 Euro for the protection of the JJEU logo. It is an investment for 
the future to continue the merchandise and protection of Ju-Jitsu in Europa.  
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4 Budget 2021 and 2022  

In 2021 we restarted with limited activities. The main target is to be back and that we will 
offer European Championships.  
 
In 2022 we will be more active. We will offer more championships and we will invest money 
in education and in meetings to develop Ju-Jitsu in Europa. In 2023 we will invest in referee 
education, technical meeting with sports camps and some other activities.  
 
The next chart shows the Budget 2021/22.  
    
chart 7:   Budget 2020/21 (overview)  

Income  plan 2021  plan 2022  plan 2023  

Administration, Board and Committees 
(ideller Bereich)  

0,00 €  0,00 €  0,00 €  

Investment Management 
(Vermögensverwaltung)  

0,00 €  0,00 €  0,00 €  

Activities (Sportacticities) 
(Zweckbetrieb)  

8.300,00 €  21.000,00 €  43.000,00 €  

Business Operation (Sponsoring,  
Merchandising) (Wirtschaftlicher 
Geschäftsbetrieb)  

5.500,00 €  11.000,00 €  11.000,00 €  

Income total  13.800,00 €  32.000,00 €  54.000,00 €  

            

Expenses           

Administration, Board and Committees 
(ideller Bereich)  

15.850,00 €  22.150,00 €  22.750,00 €  

Investment Management 
(Vermögensverwaltung)  

200,00 €  200,00 €  200,00 €  

Activities (Sportacticities) 
(Zweckbetrieb)  

10.000,00 €  11.500,00 €  25.900,00 €  

Business Operation (Sponsoring,  
Merchandising) (Wirtschaftlicher 
Geschäftsbetrieb)  

1.850,00 €  1.850,00 €  2.100,00 €  

Expenditure total  27.900,00 €  35.700,00 €  50.950,00 €  

            

Income  13.800,00 €  32.000,00 €  54.000,00 €  

Expenses  27.900,00 €  35.700,00 €  50.950,00 €  

Result  -14.100,00 €  -3.700,00 €  3.050,00 €  
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5 Visual Identity protection 

In 2019 the JJEU Board started a process of a logo protection. Following the EU copyright and 

intellectual property regulations existing JJEU logo was modified to meet the legal criteria for 

protection (EU).  

Old logo: 

     

 

New logo: 
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